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Let the ‘Christmas Spirit’ Be a Call to Action 
These are not normal times. There is no global         

“pause” for holiday revelries. The lunacy of the        
Democratic Party’s impeachment insanity is     
escalating, as they are now going to court to force          
President Donald Trump’s former White House      
Counsel to testify before the House Judiciary       
Committee, intending to manufacture more articles      
of impeachment. If the Senate dismisses or votes        
down the current articles of impeachment, which do        
not even name a crime which Trump has supposedly         
committed, then more articles may be      
forthcoming—an “endless impeachment” to go along      
with their “endless wars,” which Trump has sworn        
to end. 

But the coup-plotters will also be spending a very         
nervous holiday season. The former National      
Security Agency Director Mike Rogers has been       
holding multiple sessions with John Durham, the       
prosecutor charged with rooting out the criminal       
actions of those who launched and carried out the         
attempted coup against the President of the United        
States, in league with British intelligence. Rogers, it        
should be recalled, reported to the FISA Court on         
Oct. 24, 2016 that he had uncovered significant        
abuses of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act       
(FISA) by people under him at the NSA, and then          
more of the same abuses by the FBI and the DOJ,           
from 2012 to 2016. As reported below, this was done          
in order to “unmask” political enemies by the Obama         
Administration to facilitate illegal spying on literally       
thousands Obama’s perceived enemies—all before     
the “Russiagate” illegal operation even got started.       
The former U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia         
Joe diGenova believes the Russiagate hoax was       
launched in order to cover up this criminal        
intelligence community activity under President     
Barack Obama. 

The Congress is also continuing to sabotage       
Trump’s intention to build cooperative relations      
with Russia and China, ending the imperial division        
of the world once and for all. The recently passed          
National Defense Authorization Act declares both      
Russia and China to be “malign actors,” while also         

openly supporting the violent anarchists in Hong       
Kong, and repeating the wild lies about       
mistreatment of Muslims in Xinjiang—all this from a        
Congress that cheered on genocidal destruction of       
several Muslim nations in the Middle East which        
were no threat to the U.S. 

And around the world, the mass strike process is         
not taking a holiday break either. In Europe, where         
farmers and workers have repeatedly shut down       
France, Germany and the Netherlands over the past        
months, protesting austerity and “climate change”      
idiocy, governments and private sector associations      
across Europe are enraged that the U.S. Congress        
imposed sanctions on private companies building      
the Nord Stream 2 pipeline from Russia to Germany. 

Chile, Bolivia, Lebanon, Iraq, and more are in        
various states of social disintegration. Santa Claus is        
not likely to resolve any of this. 

The danger is great—allowing a war with Russia        
or China in the age of nuclear weapons is both insane           
and suicidal. The Federal Reserve is certainly not        
taking a holiday break, hoping against hope that the         
massive money printing they launched over the last        
three months will at least get the banking system         
through the New Year—although the Western      
financial lords are no longer hiding the fact that the          
coming collapse is going to be the “perfect storm.” 

But the true message of Christmas, like the true         
message of all great religions and cultures, is that the          
human being, created in the image of the Creator,         
has the creative power to take a crisis, be it          
man-made or an act of nature, and use that crisis to           
investigate and create solutions. This is what Leibniz        
meant in saying that we live in the best of all           
possible worlds. 

Lyndon LaRouche, perhaps the greatest of all       
followers of Leibniz, has presented the necessary       
tools and policies to end this global crisis, and to          
build the necessary global Renaissance, which can,       
and must, end the imperial age of Empire once and          
for all. It requires that people choose to act at this           
pregnant moment. Let this message go forth on this         
Christmas Day. 
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